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THESIS
This project investigates the urban form of the Södra 
station area, focusing on the interface between pu-
blic and private space and proposing new urban fea-
tures and land-use programs to further support and 
encourage public life in a central part of Södermalm. 
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What is a good urban environment ?



“The more successfully a city mingles everyday diversity of uses and users in its 
everyday streets, the more successfully, casually (and economically) its people thereby 

enliven and support well-located parks that can thus give back grace and delight to 
their neighborhoods instead of vacuity. ” 

- Jane Jacobs (1961)



SITE
Södra station area is a central neigbourhood at Sö-
dermalm that was planned and built during the 
1980s, during which it was  one of the largest post-
modern urban planning projects in Stockholm. The 
intent was to imitate the urban pattern of the cen-
tral parts of Stockholm with its mixed-use diversity 
and hence “promote a rich social life” (Idétävling om 
Södra stationsområdet 1980, 4).

The inner parts of the area, such as Fatburs Kvarngata 
and Södermalmsallén, are car-free and traffic sepa-
rated. Fatburs Bangata has the character of a local 
street, while Södermalmsallén has a wider layout 
and is classified as a «public park» according to the 
master-plan. The later is one of the main pedestrian 
connections through the area leading from Götga-
tan to Ringvägen. The other pedestrian connection 
is at the northern outer part of the area. These two 
parallel pathways are both central in their location 
and connect a generous distribution of public spaces 
along their way. There are five major parks within the 
area - Södermalmsallén, Timmermansparken, Bergs-
gruvan, Ånghästparken and Fatbursparken.

The outer parts of the area are defined by Mag-
nusladulåsgatan in the south, Ringvägen in the east, 
Maria Bangata / Fatbursgata in the north and Swe-
denborgsgatan in the west. The area around Fatbur-
sparken may be included as part of Södra station 
area.

Gamla stan

Slussen

Hornstull

Mariatorget

Zinkensdamm

Skanstull

Medborgarplatsen

Södra station
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REFERENCE OBSERVATIONS OF 
THE SÖDRA STATION AREA

- A good continuation of existing urban structure 
at the area boundary

During the final stage of the area’s development, 
Frederic Bedoire, a swedish historian in architecture, 
announced Södra station area to be a good achie-
vement considering the area boundary as a natural 
urban continuation (Arkitektur 1991, 17-27). 

- Lack of spatial order within the area boundary

The inner parts of the area were later criticised for 
its lack of spatial order, or more precisely, that the 
only explicit order lies at its boundary, and for the 
difficulty to perceive the difference between public 
and private and the streets to be designed with the 
same dignity whether they are called avenue, alley or 
street (Plan 1994, 150-154).

- Inner streets deviate from the surrounding pat-
tern - not a part of the general movement pattern 
of Södermalm

Further research of the area show that the inner 
streets deviate from the surrounding pattern. Inte-
grations analysis done on a global scale of Stockholm 
show that the area isn’t part of the integration core of 
Södermalm, which implies that the area isn’t part of 
the general movement pattern of Södermalm. This 
was criticised as signs of disurbanism. Only three 

streets are connected to the integration core of Sö-
dermalm and these are not part of the Södra station 
area plan, but extensions from previous plans and set 
at the area boundary. These streets are Rosenlunds-
gatan, Swedenborgsgatan and Timmermansgatan 
(Marcus 2000, 132). This may indicate that not as many 
people are moving in the inner parts as in the outer 
parts. 

- Few pedestrians, few destination points

It has also been observed that there are significantly 
fewer pedestrians in the inner part of the area com-
pared to the streets set at the area boundary (Swe-
denborgsgatan, Magnus Ladulåsgatan, Rosenlunds-
gatan). The inner streets, such as Södermalmsallén 
or Fatburs Kvarngata, had relatively low pedestrian 
density, the lowest during weekends. The most pe-
destrians where observed during weekdays in the 
morning and in relation to the day-care centers (Choi 
2012, 80).

Map showing 5% of the most integrated street at Södermlam,  a part of the general movement 
pattern (Marcus 2000). Lines markes red are streets crossing the area.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE PERFOR-
MANCE OF THE URBAN FORM

- Södermalmsallén has potential for being a live-
ly street, but is not

Locally well-integrated streets have potential for 
supporting local movement. Södermalmsallén holds 
potential for supporting movement and being an 
important street within the area. Although, this is 
observed not being the case since the pedestrian 
frequency is low in general. This may be a conse-
quence of other aspects in play, such as the compli-
cated accessibility through mostly staircases or that 
Södermalmsallén doesn’t support the continuation 
of urban and public life with its urban design. But 
the other inner streets do show low potential in the 
diagram while the streets at the area boundary show 
potential, which corresponds with the pedestrian 
observations.  

Low
potential

High 
potential

Integration analysis (r2) 
Map showing potential for movement at a local scale. Södermalmsallén holds potential although it 
has been observed having low pedestrian frequency (Choi 2012). 
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- Low potential for locally meeting others

Map of accessible population within two axial steps. 
The maps indicates the potential for meeting oth-
ers in the area, both residents and visitors (working 
population). It shows that the inner parts of the area 
haven’t as much access to other people as in the sur-
rounding neighbourhoods, although the result isn’t 
as low as in the outer parts of Södermalm along Ring-
vägen. This implies the calm character of the Södra 
station area.

Accessible populations with in 2 axial steps
The accessible total population is measured on a local scale from each address point. 

FewM any
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- Low support (entrance accessiblity) towards 
public space

Map of accessible entrances (residential and public) 
within 100 m. An entrance towards public space en-
sures a movement in and out of the building, a fre-
quent use of that public space and an unavoidable 
encounter between people, both residents and visi-
tors. This map shows a low entrance accessibility in 
the  inner parts of the Södra station area, which may 
be translated in to a low suopprt towards the public 
space. 

Entrance accessiblity within 100 m (no axial steps)
Supporting public space. 

FewM any
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The urban form of the Södra station area deviates form its surroundings 
and has low support towards its public spaces. How may the streets and 

the public spaces of the Södra station area be enliven?



Södra station area

park area

private courtyard metro

central public square

staircases or ramps

public transport

general movement pattern

pedestrain link pedestrain pathway

T
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EXISTING PLAN OF THE SÖDRA STATION AREA
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SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
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FATBURSPARKEN
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ÅNGHÄSTPARKEN
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BERGSGRUVAN
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INTERFACE BETWEEN PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE SPACE
An analysis to further understand the existing urban 
characteristics of public space in Södra station area 
through the interface between public and private 
space and land-use. The features preset by land 
use  and the design of ground-levels say something 
about how the urban space ’mingles’ the everyday 
street.

Three main problems in how Södra station area 
supports public space:

1. Public spaces have the tendency to be ‘too priva-
te’ and therefore not fully corresond to the ‘intention’ 
of the spaces.

2. The interface between public and private space is 
mostly estalblished through closed facades with few 
entrances, which does not support neither the public 
space nor the continuation of public life.

3. Few public functions in direct contact with the 
public space, that would support and enliven public 
life.
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A. LAND-USE
An analysis to further understand the existing ur-
ban characteristics of public space in Södra station 
area through the interface between public and pri-
vate space and land-use. The features preset by land 
use  and the design of ground-levels say something 
about how the urban space ’mingles’ the everyday 
street.

Three main problems in how Södra station area 
supports public space:

1. Public spaces have the tendency to be ‘too priva-
te’ and therefore not fully corresond to the ‘intention’ 
of the spaces.

2. The interface between public and private space is 
mostly estalblished through closed facades with few 
entrances, which does not support neither the public 
space nor the continuation of public life.

3. Few public functions in direct contact with the 
public space, that would support and enliven public 
life.

Fatbursparken

Södermalmsallén

Bergsgruvan 

and Ånghästparken
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FATBURSPARKEN
Public park in the Södra station area. 



B. INTERFACE
An analysis to further understand the existing ur-
ban characteristics of public space in Södra station 
area through the interface between public and pri-
vate space and land-use. The features preset by land 
use  and the design of ground-levels say something 
about how the urban space ’mingles’ the everyday 
street.

Three main problems in how Södra station area 
supports public space:

1. Public spaces have the tendency to be ‘too priva-
te’ and therefore not fully corresond to the ‘intention’ 
of the spaces.

2. The interface between public and private space is 
mostly estalblished through closed facades with few 
entrances, which does not support neither the public 
space nor the continuation of public life.

3. Few public functions in direct contact with the 
public space, that would support and enliven public 
life.

Fatbursparken

Södermalmsallén

Bergsgruvan 

and Ånghästparken
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SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
Mute facade (of a daycare center) towards public space.



STRATEGY FOR ENCOURAGING 
PUBLIC LIFE
The urban form of the Södra station area needs to 
establish a better support towards its public spaces. 
Two main incentives are at hand for an urban trans-
formation: 

1. Ensuring that the new initiatives relate directly to 
the general movement pattern of Södermalm, as to 
”picking up the flow”.

2. Supporting public spaces with in-fill densifica-
tion within the structure and with new land-use pro-
grams, which can establish new relations and uses 
through better interface.

> Relating to the general movement pattern

The idea is to integrating the general movement 
pattern by establishing a more direct relations to it 
through urban design and in-fill densification at stra-
tegic points of location.

Gamla stan

Hornstull

Slussen

Mariatorget

Zinkensdamm

Skanstull

Medborgarplatsen
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> Supporting public spaces

Establish better support through in-fill densification 
and property developpment that offer new land-use 
programs that encourage a diversity of uses or  that 
enhance the interface between public and private 
space. The goal is to enable a continuation of public 
life.

Residential

Public acitvity

Mixed-use and public program

Roman 1 + 2

1
Residents 84,2
Working  42
Total  126

2
Residents 66
Working  49,5
Total  116

Mariagårdstäppan

Residents 132
Working  132
Total  264

Bergsgruvan

Residents 163,6
Working  81,8
Total  245

Tobak

Residents 0
Working  171,9
Total  172

Monopolet

Residents 0
Working  209,2
Total  251

Tanto 1

Residents 162,2
Working  63,5
Total  226

Tanto 2-4

2
Residents 184
Working  36,8
Total  221

3
Residents 211
Working  42,3
Total  254

4
Residents 323,7
Working  0
Total  323,7
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*Resident pop was calcultated 2,5/apt (according to density calculations )
*Working pop was calcultated 1/20 m2 (according to density calculations)



Södra station area

park area

private courtyard metro

central public square

staircases or ramps

public transport

general movement pattern

pedestrain link pedestrain pathway
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PROPOSED PLAN FOR  THE SÖDRA STATION AREA
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PROPOSED PLAN BERGSGRUVAN
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PROPOSED PLAN FOR 
FATBURSPARKEN
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PROPOSED PLAN FOR 
SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
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SECTION FATBURSPARKEN
Existing situation
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SECTION FATBURSPARKEN
Proposed situation
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SECTION BERGSGRUVAN
Existing situation
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SECTION BERGSGRUVAN
Proposed situation
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SECTION ÅNGHÄSTPARKEN
Existing situation
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SECTION ÅNGHÄSTPARKEN
Proposed situation
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SECTION SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
Existing situation

SECTION SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
Proposed situation
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FATBURSPARKEN
Existing situation



FATBURSPARKEN
Proposed situation



BERGSGRUVAN
Propsed situation



BERGSGRUVAN
Existing situation



SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
Existing situation



SÖDERMALMSALLÉN
Proposed situation



ÅNGHÄSTPARKEN
Existing situation



ÅNGHÄSTPARKEN
Proposed situation
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